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BAU Institute Puglia
Residency for Artists and Writers
The 2016 BAU Institute Artists and Writers Residency took place in the
Salento region of Southern Italy from June 1 to 22. The 2016 Fellows
came together for three weeks to create new work in the visual arts,
writing, performance and film.

This year for the first time, the 10 BAU Institute Fellows lived and worked
at a restored 16th century complex that currently operates as a working farm. It included hundreds of acres of ancient olive groves, lush
gardens, a swimming pool and a small archeological dig. Each day
began and ended with a bountiful meal of local Puglian specialties
prepared by the residency’s private chef, Julia. Fellows were free to
spread out and work on the extensive grounds.

“The luxury of three weeks to concentrate, think, create, experiment
and dream about my artwork in a beautifully restored Masseria was
priceless. The camaraderie and stimulating conversation from other fellows, the wonderful food, lovely wine — not to mention the Adriatic in
our backyard — what more can I say. Paradise!”
— Linda Kunik
“As an artist who works with the relationship of the human being to the
natural world, I found my own depth of inspiration in the vibrant and
powerful life of living on an ancient olive farm. The light was strong for
my work, and the centuries-old trees were great teachers. The intimate,
albeit short-term, relationships with farm animals was a joy.”
— Martha Madigan

The 2016 BAU-Puglia Fellows
Gina Angelone
Writing and Filmmaker
Los Angeles, CA

Nora Griffin
Visual Arts
New York, NY

Judy Halebsky
Writing
San Rafael, CA

Ellen Hemphill
Performance and Writing
Chapel Hill, NC

Sarah Heston
Writing
Los Angeles, CA

Linda Kunik
Visual Arts
Los Angeles, CA

Martha Madigan
Visual Arts
Philadelphia, PA

Jill Maio
Writing
Boston, MA

Michael Sommers
Performance and Visual Arts
Minneapolis, MI

Rachel Wyley
Performance and Music
Oakland, CA

BAU Institute Directors in Residence
Barbara Bloemnik
Art History and Museum Curation, New York, NY
Jo Ann Clark
Writing, Sleepy Hollow, NY

The Fellows were also able to take advantage of the cultural and
artistic history of Salento. Weekend excursions included a trip to the
walled city of Otranto, with its unique 12th-century mosaic floor, “The
Tree of Life.” The Fellows also travelled to Galatina, where the Cathedral of St. Catherine of Alexandria features 14-century Gothic frescoes.
The final excursion was a sailboat trip exploring the caves and Adriatic
coast near Castro.

The BAU Institute would like to thank all of the 2016 Fellows for
helping to create this wonderful and unique experience! Each Fellow’s
creative artistry and collaborative spirit contributed to the success of
the residency. Additional thanks to the BAU Institute Board of Directors
and all who contributed to this exciting new opportunity in the arts. Special thanks to Bianca Schreiber, BAU Institute Program Coordinator, for
her organization of the residency from New York City.
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